
12/8/78 

Dear barbers, 

Glad to get our 12/6 and the valuable enclosed clips- and to learn that 

there was nothing wrong. It had been Co long I'd feared illness or touble of 

some kind. 

pg FYI means for your information, in the sense of also for no other purpose. 

I lay clipd aside for rest pericdr, when I mad them, so I'm not familiar with 

the content of the enclosures, other than from their heads. However, I assure you 
I know of no rearm to believe, even suspect that J.B.Hocvar was involved in any 

assassination plot. (Other than enttrelY verbal and entirely political assassination.) 

I'm sorry you do not have stories covering the 0 11/30 and 12/1 heauings. 
Soripps-Hollard has its own coverage. This m-,ans their stories non, cmd with 

the King case have held what does not appear in other stories. Also, the wire 

services, like AP and UPI, have:different angles and stories for different parte of 

the country. Your papers are on their Southern wires. 

Erzoept for leaks there will probable be little aoout the comAttee until it 

issues its report. Lane id another matter. H6'11 probably continue seeking personal 
attention, particularly now, to try to wipe his shabby cones record out.Hia lecture 

fees have escalated but I've not heard of any college speeches by him on J onesville. 

I did not see the ABC/Walters show rind have had no report if what was said. In 
general, as heat I can amilier your question about Iotrko'e politics 	kw', will sEy and 
do anything, they are left' of what is generally conceived as liberal but they have 

also have not deterred alignmcinte with thSse of righlat view. He was a party 
Democrat in New York. I aupoose I'd charactri»e his beliefs as opportunistic. 

I was not aware of kk his TaxparTV appearance. 4 t would have been the last thing 

I'd have expected so soon after the mas.acre. What he said on it is meaningless 

except as hype. 

Hope college went well. 

Sincerely, 
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